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Abstract—Millions of users share their opinions on twitter,
making it valuable platform for tracking and analyzing
public opinion.
Such analysis can provide critical
information for decision maker in various domains. In this
study, we examine public sentiment analysis of staple foods
price changes in Indonesia based on twitter data. Text
mining was used for classifying tweets into positive and
negative sentiment. Then association between the type of
staple foods and sentiment classes were analyzed using Chi
Square test and Marascuillo procedure. Results show that
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier produce higher
accuracy than Naïve Bayes and Decision Trees. Also, the
price of milk, eggs and red onion had the most significant
association to the negative sentiment compared to other
commodities. 

its food problem [3]. The 2012 Global Food Security
Index released by Economic Intelligent Unit has found
that Indonesia’s food security index is below 50 on a
scale of 0-100. One of the causes of this condition is due
the trend of increasing food commodities’ prices.
Considering the average percentage of expenditure on
food consumption is relatively high in Indonesia (i.e.,
47.71% of the total income per capita spent for food
consumption [4]), therefore, a change in the price of
staple foods is a problem that needs to be examined. This
study attempt to examine public sentiment analysis of
staple foods price changes on twitters data.

Index Terms—text mining, sentiment analysis, marascuilo,
food prices, twitter

A. Text Mining

I.

II.

Text mining is a process of extracting unstructured
information from a set of textual data [5]. In this study,
public opinion about the changes of staple food prices in
Indonesia was obtained from twitter. Twitter was selected
because of its reputation as the world’s and Indonesia’s
most popular microblog [6], [7].

INTRODUCTION

Your The increasing amount of digital data is
estimated to continuously grow by 40% annually.
Unfortunately, there was only less than 3% of it being
analyzed in 2012 [1]. Analysis of very large amount of
data, or better known as Big Data, can be done using
Data mining.
Text Mining is a variation of data mining that extract
information from structured data. Text mining focuses on
textual data, which is unstructured and difficult to deal
with algorithmically, however, text is commonly used for
information exchange by the today’s society [2]. Large
amount of textual data comes from social media and
email. People post real time messages about their
opinions on a variety of topics, making it valuable
platform for tracking and analyzing public opinion on
current situation, including their opinion on the food price
changes. Despite greater interconnectivity, local impacts
of shocks like food crises may not be immediately visible
and trackable by traditional monitoring systems. So that it
is often too late and more expensive to respond.
Opinion mining and sentiment analysis are related
fields sharing common goals of developing and applying
computational techniques to process collections of
opinionated texts or reviews.
Timmer in 1996 has examined that there is no country
that can sustain its economic growth without first solving

TABLE I.
No

STAPLE FOODS
Staple Foods

1

Rice

2

Sugar

3

Cooking oil and butter

4

Chicken and beef

5

Egg

6

Milk

7

Corn

8

Kerosene and Liquefied Petroleum Gas

9

Salt

No

Volatile Foods

1

Red onion

2

Cayenne (red chili)

3

Rice

4

Orange

5

Chicken

6

Beef

Tweet is a message posted in twitter website. Tweets
that are relevant to the staple foods subject are collected
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and processed using text mining, so that the textual data
in the form of tweet can be analyzed numerically. Tweet
collection is done by downloading messages from the
twitter using an automated program that will scan twitter
pages, and then create an index of data [8]. This study
used Scraperwiki, which is an online tool to scrape data
from multiple sources and copy it into a database [9].
Downloading data from tweeter has a time limit, i.e., data
that can be downloaded only tweets within one week
earlier [10]. For the purpose of this study, data is
downloaded for seven weeks from April 14 until June 1,
2014.
Staple foods, as stated by the decree of Minister of
Industry and Trade, Republic of Indonesia, are those
commodities categorized as the basic needs of the society.
Table I shows staple foods and other commodities that
are classified as volatile food in 2013 [11].
Once tweets collected, they will go through a series of
pre-processing steps to transform text data into numerical
form of data, as shown in Fig. 1 [12].

𝑡𝑓 ∙ 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑡, 𝑑) = 𝑡𝑓(𝑡, 𝑑) ∙ 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑡)
|𝑑|

𝑡𝑓(𝑡, 𝑑) = ∑ 1 {𝑑𝑖 = 𝑡}

(2)

𝑖𝜖𝑑

𝑖𝑑𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔

|𝐷|
∑|𝐷|
|𝑡𝜖𝑑
𝑑𝜖𝐷

(3)

Equations 1, 2 and 3 produce a high dimension of term
frequency-inverse document frequency. To that end,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to reduce
the number of variables by transforming correlated
variables into a set of uncorrelated variables, which will
reveal relationships contained in the original data [13],
[14]. These uncorrelated variables will later be referred as
concepts.
TABLE II.

ILLUSTRATION OF PRE-PROCESSING STEPS

Before preprocessing

@mszami I look forward to read the study about
Text Mining in the area of staple foods price
changes topic

Tokenization

@mszami - I - look - forward - to - read - the study - about - Text - Mining - in – the – area –
of - staple - foods - price - changes – topic

Filtering

I - look - forward - to - read - the - study - about Text - Mining - in – the – area – of - staple foods - price - changes – topic

Stemming

I - look - forward - to - read - the - study - about Text - Mine - in – the – area – of - staple - food price - change – topic

Case folding

i - look - forward - to - read - the - study - about text - mine - in – the – area – of - staple - food price - change – topic
Terms

Figure 1. Text mining system diagram
Matrix

Steps performed in the pre-processing stage along with
the illustrations (Table II) are as follows:
 Tokenization, which separates the text in the tweet
into pieces of word called token.
 Filtering, that is the elimination of mention (@),
hashtag (#), and RT (retweet) from the tweets.
 Stemming, that is taking root words by eliminating
the word affixes and transforming them into their
simplest form.
 Case folding, that is changing all uppercases to
lowercases in a document and vice versa. This step
is also to ensure that only letters a through z are
contained in the document.
 Matrix, which is a vector representation of word
tokens based on the occurrences of words in the
document [13]. In general, there will be three
different matrix generated, i.e., the term frequency
(tf), inverse document frequency (idf), and
singular value decomposition (SVD). Those three
were created using the following mathematical
equations.
2015 Engineering and Technology Publishing

(1)

documents
st

1 Tweet

i

look

...

topic

1

1

...

1

B. Sentiment Analysis and Classification
Analyzing mood on opinions is called Sentiment
Analysis, which refers to the automated valuation of text
sentiment by observing their sentence polarity [15].
Document classification will separate positive from
negative sentiments by building word occurrence
probability model based on pre-classified documents [16].
Classification is done by first collecting training data,
i.e., those tweets that have been labeled positive or
negative. Training data will be analyzed using Machine
Learning algorithms in which they will learn the patterns
of the training model using predetermined algorithms.
The next step is to classify the unlabeled documents using
the trained classification model. Some algorithms that
commonly used in sentiment classification are Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree.
 Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is a
technique for regression and classification. It is
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data, i.e., pre-classified data. The accuracy is determined
by how many sentiment classifications were correctly
obtained from the trained model by referring to the preclassified testing data. Accuracy calculation of the model
is based on two types of testing data, the first use data
that has been through the stemming process, and second
uses data without stemming. The reason is to find out
whether or not stemming has an effect on improving the
accuracy of the classification models.

categorized as supervised learning, which requires
pre-classified document as training model. SVM is
geometrically described as a hyperplane that
separates document into two groups of data, i.e.,
positive and negative opinion. Hyperplane chosen
is the one with maximal distance between the
hyperplane and the two groups’ nearest point [5].
SVM algorithm will search for the optimum
function (i.e., the hyperplane) to separate those
two sets of data [17]. Hyperplane with the
maximum margin of SVM is shown in Fig. 2 [12].

Figure 2. Hyperplane SVM

 Naï
ve Bayes. It is based on Bayesian theorem
where class proportions in a data represents the
probability of new object being categorized to
certain class. It is assumed that all objects are
classified independently to each other. This simple
algorithm is proven to give an efficient and
accurate result, especially in the case of high
number of variables [12].
 Decision Tree. It is known as a symbolic
algorithm, which is easy to interpret, by human [5].
Using a series of test questions in the form of tree,
this algorithm will classify objects into categories.
The decision tree structure will consist of: root,
internal, and terminal nodes, as can be seen in Fig.
3 [18].

C. K-Proportion Test
The goal of this phase is to find out the amount of
messages for each sentiment group on each type of staple
foods. Tweets with negative sentiment will be counted
and its proportion to the total number of messages for
each staple food will be calculated.
Chi Square test was then conducted to determine
whether there is a significant difference between negative
sentiment proportions of each staple food. If there is a
significant difference, then Marascuilo procedure will be
performed to check which staple food causes these
differences.
In Marascuilo procedure, the absolute difference
between combinations of proportion that may occur
between populations are being compared, as formulated
in Equation 4 with the critical range obtained from
Equation 5 [17]. Significant difference of proportions is
indicated by the greater absolute difference than the value
of rij.
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = |𝑝1 − 𝑝2 |
𝑟𝑖𝑗 = √𝒳 21−𝛼,𝑘−1 √

𝑝𝑖 (1 − 𝑝𝑖 ) 𝑝𝑗 (1 − 𝑝𝑗 )
+
𝑛𝑖
𝑛𝑗

(4)
(5)

III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Classifications are done using three different
algorithms (i.e., Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine
(SVM), and Decision Tree), so that their accuracies can
be compared. Table III shows that SVM algorithm gives
the highest accuracy rate, while classification model with
stemming is found to be more accurate than that of
without stemming. Hence, SVM algorithm is used as a
classifier algorithm to classify the unlabelled tweets using
trained model with stemming process (i.e., data
deployment) as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3. Example of decision tree in mammalia case

Figure 4. Process classification with the three algorithms

To quantify the accuracy of the trained models, the
models were used to perform classification on testing

As all tweets have been classified to sentiment classes,
the total amount of tweets in each class can be discovered
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as shown in Table IV. Generally, people tend to upload
their negative posts rather than their positive ones for all
kind of staple foods. Negative post describes the increase
in price, price volatility or the inability to purchase
certain kind of staple food with the current price, while
positive posts illustrate the opposite situations.

As the amount of tweets for each sentiment class has
been known, then Chi square test can be performed, as
shown in Table V. It shows that there is at least one
proportion that is different with that of other proportions
based on significance level of 5%. In this case, the null
hypothesis is rejected when p-value is smaller than 0.05.
Marascuilo procedure is then performed after the Chi
Square test has been conducted. This procedure is done
by doing pairwise comparison to see if there is any
difference between any particular combinations as
illustrated in Table VI.

TABLE III. CLASSIFICATION MODEL ACCURACY
Algorithm

Model Accuracy
without Stemming (%)

Model Accuracy
with Stemming (%)

Naïve Bayes

65.76

72.23

SVM

75.19

80.35

Decision Tree

53.99

54.22

TABEL VI. MARASCUILO PROCEDURE

TABLE IV. TWEET CLASSIFICATION BASED ON SENTIMENTS AND TYPE
OF STAPLE FOODS
No

Commodities

Positive

Negative

1

Chicken

555

1882

2

Orange

212

561

3

Cooking oil

111

104

4

Kerosene

5

46

5

Salt

57

81

6

Corn

436

480

7

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)

196

784

8

Sugar

394

689

9

Cayenne (red chili)

1088

526

10

Rice

645

803

11

Red onion

84

1305

12

Beef

267

3714

13

Milk

24

14

Egg

15

Butter
Total

Comparison

Value

Critical Value

Significance

|p(1) - p(2)|

0.047

0.086

No

|p(1) - p(3)|

0.289

0.166

Yes

|p(1) - p(4)|

0.130

0.201

No

:

:

:

:

|p(13) - p(14)|

0.001

0.056

No

The significance difference will be used as a reference
in classifying the staple foods. Classification is based on
a comparison of the effect on sentiment of the tweets and
also on the order of the group’s influence on the
emergence of negative sentiment of a type of staple foods.
Table VII shows the result of classification results.
TABLE VII. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON VALUE OF SIGNIFICANCE AND
PROPORTION
No

Commodities

Proportion

Group

9

Cayenne

0.326

A

411

3

Cooking oil

0.484

A

161

2727

6

Corn

0.524

B

0

0

10

Rice

0.555

B

4235

14113

5

Salt

0.587

B

C

8

Sugar

0.636

B

C

2

Orange

0.726

C

D

1

Chicken

0.772

C

D

7

LPG

0.800

D

4

Kerosene

0.902

D

12

Beef

0.933

E

11

Red onion

0.940

E

14

Egg

0.944

E

13

Milk

0.945

E

B

TABLE V. CHI SQUARE TEST
Chi-square (Observed value)

4125.624

Chi-square (Critical value)

22.362

DF

13

p-value

< 0.0001

Alpha

0.05

There was neither negative nor positive tweet about
butter price within the period of observation. This could
describe that there is no significant change in the price of
butter reported by public through twitter. Thus, butter
price will no longer be included in the next comparative
analysis of proportion because this group of tweets
doesn’t have any proportion to be compared with other
staple food’s proportion.
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Group A indicates commodities that have least
influence on the emergence of negative public sentiment,
followed by Group B, C, D and E that have the most
influence.
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[6]

Grouping a staple food in two different groups (e.g.
cooking oil in both Group A and Group B) shows that
there is no significant difference between the proportion
of corn from Group B and cooking oil (i.e., |p(3) - p(6)|).
So does the proportion of cooking oil compared to
cayenne from Group A (i.e., |p(3) - p(9)|). Therefore,
cooking oil can be classified in both groups. However,
the proportion of corn from Group B compared to
cayenne from Group A indicates a significance different
(i.e., |p(6) - p(9)|), so that cayenne will remain in a
different group with corn.
Table VII also shows that price of milk, egg and red
onion have the highest effect on the occurrence of
negative tweets, which means that people are sensitive to
the price changes of these commodities. This is
understandable since these commodities have relatively
high price elasticity for Indonesian people.

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]

[13]
[14]

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study show classification of staple
foods according to their influence on public sentiment
that is reflected through tweets that they upload. Prices
changes of milk, egg and red onion are the three
commodities that have the highest contribution in the
emergence of negative sentiment of tweets.
The result of this study can be used by the food
industry and government in evaluating the effect of price
changes of food commodities in the society, as well as a
basis for decision-making or policies related to the staple
food. The voice of people in society as the primary
customers of staple foods is the ultimate tool to find out
the possibility of demand in the future, the purchasing
trend of certain types of commodities, as well as price
and supply crisis that possibly happen in the community.

[15]

[16]

[17]
[18]
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